An integrated approach to dynamic analysis of railroad track transitions behavior
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Abstract
Railway transitions like bridge approaches experience differential vertical movements due to variations in track stiffness, track damping characteristics, ballast settlement from fouling and/or degradation, as well as fill and subgrade settlement. Proper understanding of this phenomenon requires the integration of field instrumentation with analytical and numerical modeling. This paper introduces an integrated approach to dynamic analysis of the railway track transitions behavior using field instrumentation, analytical modeling, as well as numerical simulations using the Discrete Element Method (DEM). Several bridge approaches have been instrumented to monitor the track response on a problematic portion of the US North East Corridor (NEC), which is primarily a high-speed railway line with occasional freight traffic, carrying high-speed passenger trains operating up to a maximum speed of 241 km/h. Previous publications by the authors have focused on findings from geotechnical instrumentation of railroad track transitions, as well as the validity of a fully coupled 3-dimensional track dynamic model and image-aided discrete element models. The primary contribution of the current manuscript involves the combination of these three components to propose an integrated approach for studying the behavior of railroad track transitions. Track response data from instrumented bridge approaches were used to determine track substructure layer properties and calibrate a fully coupled 3-dimensional track dynamic model. Loading profiles generated from this model were then used as input for a discrete element based program to predict individual particle accelerations within the ballast layer. The importance of modeling the ballast layer as a particulate medium has been highlighted, and the particle to particle nature of load transfer within the ballast layer has been demonstrated.

© 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Introduction

Railway track transitions present a significant challenge as far as maintenance of track profile is concerned. Due to the sudden change in track stiffness, the “stiff” side of a track transition undergoes lower deformations under loading, compared to the “less stiff” side. This differential movement often results in the formation of a “bump” in the track profile. Bridge approaches qualify as an ideal example of track transitions, with the approach track on either side of the bridge abutment being much less stiff compared to the bridge deck often supported by deep foundations. Differences in track system stiffness and/or damping characteristics, settlement of the ballast layer due to degradation and/or fouling, and settlement of the subgrade and/or fill...
layers are some of the factors commonly reported as mechanisms contributing to the differential movement at track transitions. Proper understanding of different mechanisms contributing to this phenomenon requires the combined application of field instrumentation with analytical and numerical track modeling. Several research studies have focused on investigating the bump development at both highway and railway bridge approaches (Zaman et al., 1991; Zaman et al., 1991; Stark et al., 1995; Briaud et al., 1997; White et al., 2005; Briaud et al., 2006; Nicks, 2009). A detailed review of these past research efforts, different factors contributing to the bump development at railway track transitions, as well as the effects of possible remedial measures has been presented by Mishra et al. (2012).

Due to the sudden change in track profile, railway track transitions are often exposed to magnified dynamic loads as a train passes over them. Such magnified load levels ultimately result in rapid degradation in track geometry and profile, requiring frequent maintenance and resurfacing. The annual expenditure to maintain track transitions in the US has been reported to exceed USD 200 million (Sasaoka et al., 2005; Hyslip et al., 2009). Nicks (2009) reported that approximately 50% of railroad bridge approaches in North America experienced differential movement problems, characterized by the development of a low approach, usually 6–102 mm in depth. Read and Li (2006) reported that the bump problem is more significant at the "exit" side of a transition, as the train moves from a high-stiffness track to a low-stiffness track. The "bump" formation at railway bridge approaches is usually within 15 m from the abutment (Plotkin and Davis, 2008).

The differential movement at track transitions is particularly problematic for high-speed rail infrastructure as the "bump" is accentuated at high speeds. The issue is even more critical for shared corridors carrying both freight and high-speed passenger trains. Transitions along shared corridors need to be maintained to satisfy the high ride quality requirements associated with high-speed trains. Additionally, these transitions also need to withstand the heavy loads imposed by slow-moving freight trains without undergoing excessive deformations. With the current impetus for development of high speed lines in the US and the challenges associated with shared corridors for operation of passenger trains at increased speeds, preventing and mitigating the problem of differential movement at bridge approaches and other track transitions has become more significant.

This paper introduces an integrated approach to dynamic modeling of railway track transitions through field instrumentation and analytical and numerical modeling. Field instrumentation data collected from Multidepth Deflectometers (MDDs) and strain gauges are used to determine individual track substructure layer deformations and dynamic wheel loads, respectively. Track response data from instrumented bridge approaches are then used to calibrate a fully coupled 3-dimensional dynamic track model. Loading profiles generated from this model are used as input for a numerical simulation program based on the Discrete Element Method (DEM) to predict individual particle accelerations within the ballast layer. Shortcomings associated with other track analysis and numerical modeling approaches based on the principles of finite element, or finite difference methods to characterize the ballast layer as one continuum are highlighted. Accordingly, through the integrated approach, the importance of modeling the ballast layer as a particulate medium is mainly emphasized, and the particle to particle contact for load transfer within the ballast layer is demonstrated. Therefore, the primary objective of this paper is to emphasize the importance of adopting an integrated approach for realistic analyses of ballasted railroad track systems. This has been accomplished with the help of instrumentation and numerical modeling results from different track transition sections. Proposing solutions to mitigate the differential movement problem at track transitions is beyond the scope of this paper.

Field instrumentation of selected track transitions

A research study sponsored by the US Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) is currently being carried out at the University of Illinois with the overall objective of identifying and mitigating different factors contributing to the differential movement at railway transitions. Several problematic track transitions have been instrumented under the scope of the current study to monitor the track response under loading near Chester, Pennsylvania on Amtrak’s North East Corridor (NEC). There are 8–10 closely-spaced undergrade bridges with recurring differential movement problems at the bridge/embankment interfaces. The NEC is primarily a high-speed railway with occasional freight traffic, carrying high-speed passenger trains operating up to a maximum speed of 241 km/h. This segment of the NEC near Chester comprises four tracks, with Tracks 2 and 3 maintained for high-speed Acela Express passenger trains operating at 177 km/h. The predominant direction of traffic along Track 2 is Northbound whereas Track 3 primarily carries Southbound traffic. Data from the instrumented track transitions are being used to calibrate different analytical and numerical models to predict the dynamic track behavior under train loading. A brief description of the instrumentation used in the current study is first presented in the sections below.

Instrumentation details

The instrumentation used in the current study comprised Multidepth Deflectometers (MDDs) for measuring track substructure layer deformations, and strain gauges mounted on the rail for measuring the vertical wheel loads and tie support reactions. The MDD technology was first developed in South Africa in the early 1980s to measure individual layer deformations in highway pavements (Scullion et al., 1989). MDDs typically consist of up to six linear variable differential transformers (LVDTs) installed vertically at preselected depths in a small diameter (45 mm in the current study) hole to measure the deformation of individual track layers with respect to a fixed anchor buried deep in the ground (DeBeer et al., 1989). More details on the operation principle of MDDs can be found elsewhere (Mishra et al., 2012; DeBeer et al., 1989). It is noteworthy
that the use of MDDs to monitor railway track performance has been extensively pursued in South Africa (Gräbe and Clayton, 2005; Gräbe and Shaw, 2010; Priest et al., 2010; Vorster and Gräbe, 2013). Any boundary effects and associated stress concentrations introduced in the track substructure layers due to drilling of the MDD hole (hole diameter is 45 mm; mean particle size or D50 of ballast is approximately 35 mm) are assumed to be of negligible significance, and therefore have not been considered during analyses of the instrumentation data.

Fig. 1 shows the schematic of an MDD system with five LVDT modules each installed at track substructure layer interfaces. Individual LVDTs are placed at different depths inside the borehole to measure the deflections at (1) top of ballast layer, (2) top of fouled ballast layer, (3) top of embankment fill layer 1, (4) top of embankment fill layer 2, and (5) top of the subgrade layer, respectively. The approach fill layer or the subgrade as indicated in Fig. 1 can conceptually be divided into two separate segments: “deformable” and “non-deformable,” respectively. The MDD anchor is fixed at a depth that is assumed to be in a “non-deformable” subgrade or approach fill. Note that the deformations of substructure layers measured using the MDD technology is dependent on the assumption that the anchor is located in a non-deformable layer, and does not undergo any elastic or permanent deformation. Accordingly, for an accurate measurement of layer deformations using MDDs installed on a bridge approach, it is important to ensure that the anchor is located sufficiently below the track level. Track construction reports and/or reports from previous geotechnical explorations (if available) can be used to make educated inferences regarding the potentials of individual track substructure layers to accumulate transient (elastic) and permanent (plastic) deformations under loading. This information can also be used to identify suitable locations for placement of the MDD anchor.

The MDD system involves the installation of a flexible lining tube in the drilled hole; individual LVDT modules are subsequently mounted inside the hole by gripping against the flexible lining tube. Additionally, a polyurethane grout is used to ensure proper contact between the flexible lining tube and the adjacent soil layers. Presence of the polyurethane grout and the flexible lining tube provides sufficient flexibility to the LVDT mounting points to ensure adequate insulation against vibrations transmitted from the upper layers. Moreover, no physical connection exists between individual LVDT modules in an MDD system. Accordingly, transmission of vibrations from the upper layers can be adequately avoided.

Note that due to the presence of overhead catenary cables, the boreholes for MDD installation in the current study could not be drilled deeper than 3.0 m below the top of the tie. Accordingly, the MDD anchor was placed at a depth of 3.0 m below the top of the crosstie. However, this is likely to be sufficient to ensure the “non-deformability” of the anchor, as the instrumented sites have been in service for more than 100 years. Accordingly, the embankment fill and subgrade layers have likely been fully consolidated, resulting in no significant elastic or plastic deformations.

**Track substructure layer configuration**

The track substructure layer profile was determined during the drilling by visual classification of the soil coming out of the drilled hole. The drilling was carried out in small (25–50 mm) increments to ensure that the depths of substructure layer interfaces could be identified with reasonable accuracy. The positions of individual MDD modules correspond to changes in the track substructure layer interfaces as determined during the drilling process. Fig. 2 shows the layer profile established during the instrumentation of one of the bridge approaches. Note that the term “fouled ballast” has been used to indicate the section of ballast layer that was contaminated with fine materials from underlying layers. Accordingly, this terminology is not intended to make references to the quality of ballast material used in the instrumented approaches.
It is important to highlight that the extent of fouling in the ballast layer is a transient phenomenon, and hence the position of the ballast-fouled ballast layer interface is likely to shift over time. For the purpose of this study, the position of this interface has been assumed to be stationary at the position identified during the drilling process. Subsequently, the ballast and fouled ballast layers have been treated as two separate layers for analytical and numerical modeling purposes, and different layer moduli have been assigned to the two layers. Characterization of the ballast-fouled ballast layer interface transient behavior requires extensive investigations through periodic subsurface explorations potentially utilizing ground penetrating radar (GPR) scanning and is beyond the scope of the current paper.

In addition to the MDDs, strain gauges were also installed on the rail to measure the vertical wheel load and tie reaction forces. A total of eight (8) strain gauges (two sets of four, constituting two different Wheatstone bridges) were installed next to each MDD hole.

Periodic monitoring and data acquisition

Two types of data are currently being collected from the instrumented bridge approaches to monitor and evaluate their performances. To monitor the permanent deformation accumulations in individual track substructure layers, “offset measurements” are being collected from the instruments at one to two week intervals. Additionally, transient (recoverable) deformations are also being collected for each approach under train loading at two to three month intervals. Periodic data acquisition was carried out using a laptop computer and a signal conditioner connected to the installed sensors. All LVDTs used in the MDD system were manufactured using an inductive half-loop configuration, and were excited using an AC power of 1 V at 4.8 kHz. The strain gauge circuits were powered by an excitation of 5 V magnitude. The data acquisition frequency for monitoring the transient track response under train loading was 2000 Hz. Fig. 3 presents the transient data collected from one of the instrumented bridge approaches during the passage of an Amtrak Acela Express passenger train. Note that both transient and permanent track deformations recorded in this study have been analyzed in view of the contributions of individual layers only. In other words, only the percentages of total track deformations contributed by individual layers have been determined. Analyses of individual mechanisms contributing to the individual layer deformations are beyond the scope of the current paper. Accordingly, different mechanisms such as ballast degradation, ballast migration, particle rearrangement, that can contribute significantly towards deformations within the ballast layer have not been separately investigated.

A typical ACELA Express train comprises two power cars (one at either end) separated by six passenger cars. This configuration of the train is clearly reflected by the vertical wheel load values registered by the strain gauges installed on the rail (see Fig. 3-a). The heavier power cars apply higher loads on the rail compared to the passenger cars. Moreover, the peaks corresponding to individual axles (32 in total) passing over the instrumentation location is clearly evident from the graph. Fig. 3-b shows the transient deformations recorded by the top LVDT under the passage

Fig. 2. Substructure layer profile for instrumented track section analyzed (the numbers 1 through 5 indicate the positions of the LVDTs installed along the hole for measuring individual substructure layer deformations).

Fig. 3. Field measured values for (a) vertical wheel load applied on top of rail, (b) ballast layer deflection, and (c) ballast layer acceleration.
of the same train. Note that the top LVDT was mounted within the concrete crosstie, just above the top of the ballast layer. As the concrete crosstie is rigid, and does not undergo any deformation under loading, the deformations recorded by the top LVDT can be assumed to represent the deformation within the ballast layer. However, it is important to note that the deformations registered by the top LVDT may include excessive deformations of the crosstie resulting from inadequate support conditions underneath, also referred to as “hanging tie” conditions. Fig. 3-c shows the layer acceleration values calculated for the ballast layer from the LVDT-recorded transient deformations.

Estimation of track substructure layer moduli using GEOTRACK

The transient data collected under train passage from the instrumented bridge approaches were used to iteratively estimate the track substructure layer moduli. A three-dimensional, multi-layer elastic model GEOTRACK was used for this purpose. The GEOTRACK program was initially developed by Chang et al. Chang et al. (1980), and has been validated by previous studies (Stewart and Selig, 1982a,b) to closely match the elastic response of railroad tracks in operation. The basic assumptions and features of GEOTRACK program are listed in Table 1.

Peak transient displacements corresponding to the last two wheels on the trailing locomotive were used for estimating the substructure layer modulus values. The corresponding wheel loads measured by the strain gauge circuits were used as input in the GEOTRACK software. Note that the strain gauge circuits installed under the scope of this study were based on the principle of measuring the shear strains induced at the neutral axis of the rail, and accordingly, did not distinguish between dynamic and static components of the loads applied to the rail. Therefore, the load levels recorded by strain gauges during the current study include the dynamic components imposed due to track/wheel irregularities. These load levels were used as “static” inputs for the GEOTRACK analyses. Peak transient deformations recorded by the individual LVDTs corresponding to the time, when the leading wheel of the trailing locomotive was directly on top of the instrumented tie, were used as the substructure layer deformations. Position of the second wheel load was determined based on the axle spacing (obtained from the locomotive manufacturers) and tie spacing patterns at the instrumented bridge approaches. For instances where the second wheel location was between two ties, standard force and moment balance methods were used to assign representative vertical load values to individual ties. An example set of measured transient deformations corresponding to the layer profile shown in Fig. 2 is presented in Table 2. Typical track parameters used during the GEOTRACK analyses are listed in Table 3.

The moduli of individual substructure layers were changed iteratively to match the GEOTRACK-predicted deformations at the substructure layer interfaces with those recorded in the field. Special care was adopted to account for the underlying assumption in the MDD measurement system regarding the “non-deformability of the anchor”. Accordingly, the GEOTRACK-predicted elastic deformation at a depth corresponding to the anchor position was subtracted from the predicted deformations at each substructure layer interface. This procedure was repeated until an exact match was obtained between the GEOTRACK-predicted and field-measured elastic deformation values corresponding to the MDD module positions. Fig. 4 presents an example case showing the exact match between field-measured and GEOTRACK-predicted deformations at different depths within the track substructure obtained through iterative adjustment of layer moduli. The following moduli values in MPa, from top to bottom, were obtained from this iterative estimation scheme for the substructure layer profile presented in Fig. 2: 69, 55, 31.5, 32, and 69, respectively. These modulus values were subsequently used as input into the fully coupled 3-dimensional analytical track model explained below. Note that the layer moduli listed above were not directly measured in the field. Rather, the GEOTRACK-predicted layer deformations were iteratively matched with the transient deformations measured using the MDDs by adjusting the individual layer moduli.

It is important to note that the data analysis in the current manuscript focuses on transient response of the track only. Accordingly, the substructure layer moduli calculated in this section correspond to instantaneous transient response of the track under train loading. Accordingly, no consideration has been given to the effects of repeated loading or cumulative damage on track behavior.

A fully coupled 3-dimensional model for dynamic analysis of tracks

The integrated approach introduced in this paper presents the combined application of field-instrumentation

| Table 1 Inherent Features and Assumptions of the GEOTRACK Program |
|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|
| **General**                 | **Rail**                   |
| 3-Dimensional multilayer    | Linear elastic beams       |
| Up to 5 substructure layers | Spans eleven ties          |
| Infinite horizontal extent  | Free to rotate at ends, and at each tie |
| No slip at layer interfaces | Linear spring connection between rail and tie |
| Only vertical loading considered | Linear elastic beams      |
| Layer interface depth (mm)  | Supported at 10-equally spaced circular locations by the underlying ballast |
| Cumulative deflection (mm) | 0                           |
| 1.716                       | 1.253                      |
| 1.009                       | 0.567                      |
| 0.113                       | 0                          |
along with analytical and numerical track modeling. Wheel load and transient layer deformation values collected from the instrumented bridge approaches under train loading were first used to calibrate a fully coupled three dimensional train-track-soil model developed by Huang et al. (2014). This model is a modified version of the 3-D Sandwich model developed by Huang et al. (2010), and characterizes the subgrade as a three-dimensional plane stress finite element mesh. Additionally, the rail is modeled as an Euler beam discretely supported at points corresponding to the tie locations. Each rail pad, tie, and ballast system is modeled using a combination of mass, spring, and damper. The train is modeled as a simplified Type I vehicle with both primary and secondary suspensions having 10 degrees of freedom. The governing equations for the fully coupled 3-D track model, described in detail by Huang et al. (2010), are presented in the following subsections.

### Analytical representation of train loading

The governing equation for the train loading can be expressed as:

$$ [K - \omega^2M]\{dV(\omega)\} = \{f(\omega)\} $$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where “$K$” and “$M$” are the stiffness matrix and mass (including mass moment of inertial) matrices of the car, respectively. “$(dV(\omega))$” is the nodal displacement vector. “$f(\omega)$” is the nodal external force vector. Since $f(\omega) = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ I \end{bmatrix}\{P(\omega)\}$ where “$(P(\omega))$” is the nodal wheel force vector and $\{dW(\omega)\} = [0 \quad I \quad dV(\omega)]$, Eq. (1) can be rewritten as:

$$ \{dW(\omega)\} = [GV]\{P(\omega)\} $$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $[GV] = [0 \quad I \quad [K - \omega^2M]^{-1} \quad 0 \quad I]^T$ is called “Green Function of the Vehicle.” Note that Eq. (2) is the relationship between the wheel displacement and the wheel rail contact forces in the frequency domain. By applying forces $\{P\}$ on the wheels at a frequency “$\omega$”, those wheels will vibrate with magnitudes of “$dW$”.

### Analytical representation of discrete tie support

The discrete nature of tie support can be analytically modeled by the following set of equations, as explained in detail by Huang and Brennecke (2013).

$$ a_m(t) = (U_r(x_m, t) - U_l(x_m, t))K_p(m) $$

$$ + \left( \dot{U}_r(x_m, t) - \dot{U}_l(x_m, t) \right)D_p(m) $$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$ b_m(t) = (U_b(x_m, t) - U_a(x_m, t))K_b(m) $$

$$ + \left( \dot{U}_b(x_m, t) - \dot{U}_a(x_m, t) \right)D_b(m) $$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Track variable</th>
<th>Value used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Rail properties</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spacing (mm)</td>
<td>1510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross area (mm²)</td>
<td>8650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E (MPa)</td>
<td>20.7E + 05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg/m)</td>
<td>66.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I (mm⁴)</td>
<td>3.95E + 07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fastener or tie pad stiffness (kN/m)</td>
<td>1.20E + 06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Tie properties</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length (mm)</td>
<td>2591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center to center tie spacing (mm)</td>
<td>610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tie width at base of tie (mm)</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tie width (mm)</td>
<td>228.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tie height (mm)</td>
<td>177.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E (MPa)</td>
<td>2.07E + 04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tie weight (kg)</td>
<td>386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of tie segments having centers between the rails</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I (mm⁴)</td>
<td>2.42E + 08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Material properties</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit weight (kN/m³; layers from top to bottom)</td>
<td>19.5, 20.5, 20.5, 20.5, 20.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s ratio (layers from top to bottom)</td>
<td>0.3, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Wheel load</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tie number</td>
<td>1, 5, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnitude (tonnes)</td>
<td>12.6, 5.045, 7.355</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Fig. 4.* Matching the field measured and GEOTRACK predicted deflections at different positions within the track substructure through iterative estimation of substructure layer moduli.
\[
(\dot{U}_i(x_m, t) - U_i(x_m, t))K_p(m) + \left(\ddot{U}_i(x_m, t) - \dot{U}_i(x_m, t)\right)D_p(m)
- (\dot{U}_i(x_m, t) - U_b(x_m, t))K_b(m) + \left(\ddot{U}_i(x_m, t) - \dot{U}_i(x_m, t)\right)D_b(m)
- \dot{U}_b(x_m, t)D_b(m) = M_i(t)\dot{U}_i(x_m, t)
\]

\[
(\dot{U}_b(x_m, t) - U_b(x_m, t))K_b(m) + \left(\ddot{U}_b(x_m, t) - \dot{U}_b(x_m, t)\right)D_b(m)
- (\dot{U}_b(x_m, t) - U_b(x_m, t))K_b(m) + \left(\ddot{U}_b(x_m, t) - \dot{U}_b(x_m, t)\right)D_b(m)
= M_b(m)\dot{U}_b(x_m, t)
\]  \( (5) \)

Analytical representation of rail

The rail is modeled as an Euler Bernoulli beam, and can be represented by the following equation:

\[
EI\ddot{U}_r(x, t) + \rho U_r(\dot{x}, t) + \varepsilon U_r(\ddot{x}, t) + T U_r(x, t)^\nu = f(t)\delta(x - vt) - \sum \bar{a}_m(t)\delta(x - x_m)
\]  \( (7) \)

where

- \( E \) = bending stiffness of rail;
- \( U_r(x, t) \) = rail deflection as a function of time;
- \( \rho \) = Unit mass of rail;
- \( \varepsilon \) = damping of rail (set to zero for convenience);
- \( T \) = rail axial force caused by temperature increase;
- \( f(t) \) = wheel load function;
- \( \delta \) = Dirac delta function;
- \( x_m \) = location of the \( m \)th tie; and
- \( v \) = wheel speed.

Analytical representation of 3-dimensional soil support

The subgrade underneath the ballast layer is represented using a 3-dimensional finite element model. The following conceptual equation can be used for representing the 3-D soil layer:

\[
\{U_s(x_m, \omega)\} = [G] \times \{b_m(\omega)\}
\]  \( (8) \)

where \( \omega \) represents the frequency, and \([G] \) is Green’s function of the soil and can be solved by the following equation:

\[
([K_s] - (\omega - \lambda v)^2 \times [M]) \times \bar{dS} = \bar{F}
\]  \( (9) \)

where

- \([K_s] \) = stiffness matrix of the soil;
- \( \lambda \) = wave number;
- \( v \) = train speed;
- \( \bar{dS} \) = soil displacement vector; and
- \( \bar{F} \) = force acting on top of the soil.

Analytical representation of train-track-soil coupling

The contact between the wheel and the track was modeled using a Hertzian contact spring with stiffness \( HK \). The mathematical representation of the wheel–rail contact is illustrated below:

\[
-\{dW(\omega)\} - \{dR(\omega)\} - \{ds(\omega)\} = \frac{\{P(\omega)\}}{[GT]} \]

where

- \( dR(\omega) \) is the downward rail displacement in the frequency domain;
- \( ds(\omega) \) is the combination of rail surface roughness and train speed, which induces vibrations in the vehicle (obtained through field measurements).

The overall track deflection and wheel-rail contact forces can be represented by the equation:

\[
\{dR(\omega)\} = [GT]\{P(\omega)\}
\]  \( (11) \)

where [GT] is the Green Function of the track, accordingly, the wheel-rail contact force can be expressed by using the rail surface roughness and train speed:

\[
\{P(\omega)\} = -([HK][GV] + [HK][GT] + \mu)^{-1}\{ds(\omega)\}
\]  \( (12) \)

Validation and verification of results obtained from the fully coupled 3D analytical track model have been presented in previous publications by Huang et al. (2014), Huang and Brennecke (2013), Huang et al. (2009). Fig. 5 shows a schematic representation of the dynamic track model used in the current study.

The track substructure profile presented in Fig. 2 was used in the dynamic track modeling approach to model all the layers underlying the ballast layer. Accordingly, the modulus values for these layers were adjusted until the layer deformations predicted by the analytical model closely corresponded to those measured in the field. This final combination of layer modulus values was then used to determine the load levels transmitted to the ballast layer. Fig. 6 shows the load levels applied on top of the ballast layer, as predicted by the analytical track model. As expected, the load levels on top of the ballast are significantly lower than those measured on the rail using strain gauges. Moreover, the analytical track model also predicts higher load levels corresponding to the power car compared to the passenger cars. The maximum load level applied on the ballast layer is 23.3 kN, which is 17% of the maximum load value measured on the rail (134 kN). Note that the load levels on top of the ballast layer presented in Fig. 6 are obtained from the analytical model results only. This is because the field instrumentation effort did not involve the measurement of load levels on
the ballast layer (load levels were measured through strain gauges installed on the rail only). It is important to note that additional instrumentation to measure the load levels on top of the crosstie as well as on top of the ballast layer will no doubt aid validation of the analytical and numerical models. However, such measurements are beyond the scope of the current research study.

### Image-aided discrete element modeling of ballast layer

The load levels predicted by the dynamic track model on top of the ballast layer were used as inputs to an image-aided DEM program to predict the ballast layer behavior. This image-aided DEM simulation approach developed at the University of Illinois has the capability to create actual ballast aggregate particles as three-dimensional polyhedron elements having the same particle size distributions and imaging quantified average shapes and angularities. Ghaboussi and Barbosa (1990) developed the first polyhedral 3D DEM code BLOCKS3D for particle flow; and Nezami et al. (2006) enhanced the program with new, fast contact detection algorithms. Tutumluer et al. (2006) combined the DEM program and the aggregate image analysis together to simulate the ballast behavior more accurately and realistically by using polyhedral elements regenerated from the image analysis results of ballast materials. This DEM approach was first calibrated by laboratory large-scale direct shear test results for ballast size aggregate application (Huang and Tutumluer, 2011). The calibrated DEM model was then utilized to model strength and settlement behavior of railroad ballast for the effects of multi-scale aggregate
morphological properties (Tutumluer et al., 2006, 2007). A successful field validation study was also conducted with the ballast DEM simulation approach through constructing and monitoring field settlement records of four different ballast test sections and then comparing the measured ballast settlements under monitored train loadings to DEM model predictions (Tutumluer et al., 2011).

The first step to use the image-aided DEM modeling approach in this study involved collecting representative ballast materials from the instrumented bridge approaches. The typical particle size distribution of the ballast material was first established in the laboratory through sieving, as shown in Fig. 7. The ballast material corresponded to US AREMA #3 gradation. Besides sieving, ballast particles corresponding to different sieve sizes were also scanned using the University of Illinois Aggregate Image Analyzer (UIAIA) to establish imaging-based particle morphological indices such as the Angularity Index (Rao et al., 2002), Flat and Elongated Ratio (Rao et al., 2003), and Surface Texture Index (Rao et al., 2003). The average values for these imaging based morphological indices were found to be 384, 2.2, and 1.4, respectively. Fig. 8 illustrates the steps involved in creating 3-dimensional polyhedron elements corresponding to individual ballast particles to be used in discrete element modeling of railroad track structures.

These morphological indices were subsequently used to select representative polyhedral ballast particles to constitute the track model using a discrete element program (BLOKS3D) developed at the University of Illinois. Fig. 9 shows the dimensions of the half-track model generated using the BLOKS3D program, used in this study.

Different steps followed to create the half-track model using the BLOKS3D program are listed below: (1) create a particle library to match the aggregate morphological properties established through image analysis; (2) drop the particles to form a cuboid section; (3) compaction stage I: use one top platen to compact the ballast particles by pressing downwards; all the side and bottom boundaries simulated as rigid during this stage; (4) release the rigid boundary on the left hand side of the model to form the ballast shoulder slope; (5) compaction stage II: use one top platen and one side platen (on a 2:1 slope) to compact the section without changing its shape; (6) delete the compaction platens and extra particles from the model; (7) set the tie and rail on top of the compacted ballast layer at the appropriate location; (8) modify the boundary properties to have the same contact stiffness as the ballast to ballast particle contact; (9) apply the load history determined from the analytical track model.

It is important to note that the boundary immediately underneath the ballast layer was also assigned a stiffness value equal to the inter-particle contact stiffness. Accordingly, the boundary underneath the ballast layer was assumed to be rigid and non-deformable, and therefore, the primary area of interest for the DEM modeling approach is the individual particle behavior within the ballast layer. The acceleration time histories for individual ballast particles at different positions along within the ballast layers were monitored, and inferences regarding the layer behavior were drawn.

Results and discussion

Fig. 10 presents individual ballast particle acceleration levels determined at different positions within the ballast layer using the BLOKS3D program. As shown in the figure, the acceleration levels imposed on individual ballast particles under train loading can be significantly different depending on the position of the ballast particle with respect to the load position. Two important observations can be made from the data presented in Fig. 10. Firstly, the acceleration levels for the individual particles reduce significantly as the distance of the particle increases from the bottom of the tie. Accordingly, the acceleration levels observed for a particle 300 mm below the bottom of the tie (Fig. 10-d) is significantly lower than particles located 150 mm below the bottom of the tie (see Fig. 10-a and -b). Note that this is already expected since the boundary underneath the ballast layer was assumed to be rigid and non-deformable. Secondly, the particle acceleration can change significantly with lateral position, even at the same depth from the bottom of the tie. This is clearly apparent when two different particles at 150 mm below the bottom of the tie are compared in Fig. 10-a, and -b. Although both these particles are at the same depth, the acceleration time histories for the two particles are quite different from each other. This difference can be attributed to the mechanism of load transfer within a particulate layer. According to previous research (Oda, 1974; Tutumluer, 1995), the load transfer within a granular material is usually along a continuous column of particles. Hence, the acceleration induced on an individual particle is largely dependent on its position with respect to the load transfer column.

Particles between the load transfer columns only provide lateral support, but do not carry much load. Therefore, the vertical accelerations induced in these particles can be significantly lower compared to those lying directly along the load transfer columns. For example, the particle corresponding to the acceleration levels reported in Fig. 10-a lies directly along a load transfer column, therefore
showing distinctive peaks corresponding to each load pulse. However, the particle represented in Fig. 10-b lies adjacent to the load transfer column, resulting in lower peaks corresponding to each load pulse. Similarly, the acceleration values gradually decrease as the distance of a particle from the load transfer column is increased. A similar decrease in particle acceleration values is noticed as the vertical distance from the bottom of the tie is increased. The acceleration values approach zero at a distance of 300 mm from the bottom of the tie since the boundary underneath the ballast layer was assumed to be rigid and non-deformable. Fig. 11 presents a vector plot illustrating the load concentration within the ballast layer right underneath the rail. It can clearly be seen that the magnitude of inter-particle force distribution in vertical direction within the ballast layer is largely dependent on the position of the particle of interest with respect to the load position (rails).

From the above reported results, it is evident that particle acceleration values within a ballast layer can be significantly different depending on the location of the ballast particle with respect to the load position. Using one acceleration value for the entire layer is therefore erroneous, and can be misleading as far as characterizing the dynamic behavior of individual layers is concerned. This highlights a major shortcoming of analysis approaches based on the principles of finite element or finite difference methods that characterize the ballast layer as one continuum, and assign one acceleration value to the entire layer. Note that the graphs presented in Fig. 10 correspond to results from the numerical simulations only. This is because track substructure layer accelerations were not measured under the scope of the current study. Transient deformations of the ballast layer were measured using the MDDs, and the associated layer accelerations have been presented in Fig. 3. An ongoing research study being carried out by the researchers involves track acceleration measurements at different positions within the ballast layer. Results from this study will be included in future publications.

**Limitations of the integrated approach in its current form**

Although the integrated approach presented in this paper marks a significant improvement over continuum-based approaches, its current implementation has the following limitations:
(1) The top LVDT was installed within the concrete crosstie just above the top of the ballast layer. Therefore, nonuniform support conditions underneath the crosstie can lead to different displacement time histories for the crosstie and the ballast layer.

(2) The effects of ballast degradation on the differential movement at track transitions have not been considered in the analyses.

(3) The current implementation of the dynamic track model reported in this paper does not account for missing and/or disintegrated ties. Consideration of the missing and/or disintegrated ties can lead to a different load time history on top of the ballast layer, thus changing the results reported in this paper.

(4) The boundary immediately underneath the ballast layer has been modeled as non-deformable within the BLOKS3D DEM program. This may potentially lead to different damping characteristics near the bottom boundary, thus affecting the predicted acceleration values.

(5) Particle acceleration values reported in this paper have been obtained from only one simulation run. Repeated simulations using the BLOKS3D program

**Fig. 10.** Comparing the particle acceleration levels at different positions within the ballast layer: (a) 15 cm below bottom of tie: position 1; (b) 15 cm below bottom of tie: position 2; (c) 20 cm below bottom of tie; (d) 30 cm below bottom of tie.

**Fig. 11.** Vector plot showing load concentration underneath the rail as predicted from the discrete element simulation.
are currently being performed to account for different initial conditions during the ballast layer compaction.

(6) Particle accelerations reported in this paper need to be verified through additional instrumentation comprising the placement of accelerometers at different positions within the ballast layer.

Summary and conclusions

This paper presented an integrated approach to dynamic analysis of railway track transitions through combined application of field instrumentation along with analytical and numerical modeling. Several problematic bridge approaches were instrumented to monitor the track response under loading Amtrak’s North East Corridor (NEC) in south of Philadelphia near Chester, Pennsylvania. Track deformation and load data from the instrumented bridge approaches were then used to calibrate a fully-coupled 3-dimensional track dynamic model. Loading profiles generated from this model were used as input for a numerical simulation program based on the Discrete Element Method (DEM) to predict individual particle accelerations within the ballast layer. Analysis results have clearly indicated that particle acceleration values within a ballast layer can be significantly different depending on the location of the ballast particle with respect to the load position. Accordingly, characterizing the ballast layer as a continuum and assigning one acceleration value to the entire layer may lead to erroneous predictions of dynamic track behavior. The ballast layer is a particulate medium and the particle to particle nature of wheel load transfer within the ballast layer needs to be carefully considered in dynamic track vehicle interaction modeling.
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